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Monetize your experience - Introduction
The datas are the new gold. Digital technology today is the biggest source of information.
Governments accumulate enormous amounts of information about citizens and businesses, within
and beyond their borders. An individual can be represented in tens or hundreds of government
databases. As people interact with their devices, as mobile phones or bank accounts; the amount of
data available to institutions continues to grow.
The world is enriching thanks to us; through the information we provide.
Log in to your personal account or post an image on Facebook, means to send information. We
share information every time we send a message, we open an article in an online journal even every
time we click "I like it."
Technology is a means of bilateral knowledge; we receive information by giving our own. But this is
not a secret. We are aware of the existence of a market formed by the purchase and sale of personal
data, even if it is difficult to andrestand its greatness.
Today, the priority of each controlling entity, are Big Data. The term Big data indicates technologies
that has of collecting and analyzing huge amounts of data. By extrapolating and breaking down a
huge amount of data, it is possible to discover the links between different phenomena, creating
predictions about trends and future reactions.
In 2017, 35 billion dollars were registered in the Big Data market. In 2011 there were 7.6 billion and
103 billion are expected in 2027. An exponential growth made possible thanks to the adoption of
technological tools: in 2011, 472 million smartphones were sold, in 2017 over 1 and a half billion. In
the last two years there has been an increase of 90% of the data produced in the world, because
more and more people have access to the web: more sources of information mean an ever richer
data market.
Generating data today is simple and inevitable. The sale of data produced will generate a market of
300 billion dollars in 2018. We all share our data every day through social networking platforms like
Facebook, multimedia sharing like YouTube and Instagram, blogging platforms like Wordpress,
Twitter and Tumblr, review sites like Yelp and TripAdvisor, question sites and Answers like Yahoo
Answers and forums, e-commerce portals and website data. These data are unique and important
as human creation, generated on the basis of our interests, publications, the desire for interaction.
Once the reports and the dependencies between the collected data are detected, it is possible to
make predictions of future behavior and results. Predicting the future on the basis of objective
analysis allows the creation of financial, political and social strategies. Act by controlling the flow of
data and manipulating the attention of the masses: this means deciding what will happen tomorrow.
The most interested sector in the analytics market is the banking sector. Banks want to know
everything about current and potential customers, because any information can be useful to frame
us. Economic availability is only one aspect: the goal is to know where we live, when and where we
shop, how much we spend, what is our profession, our relationships, our habits. Anticipating needs
and reducing credit risks is a huge advantage for banks. Data analysis allows the bank to know the
value of each customer even before meeting it. The name of each of us is followed by an evaluation,
assigning us a social credit, both to protect ourselves from possible risks, and to propose a service
that is as personalized as possible to our needs.
Thanks to big data, the financial risk of a person is assessed on the basis of his personality and
habits, even unusual. For example, the best customers for banks are those who buy felt pads for
furniture, because they are more scrupulous and willing to meet their debts in the right time!
Personal data may be used for different purposes. There are those who consider data acquisition
as pure global surveillance, but the use of data by companies can improve the experience of each
of us because, by knowing us, they take us to what is in our sphere of interest.
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We accept this compromise every time we register with a web platform, when we use an application
and every time we send a message. The Big Data market is unstoppable and fighting against this
giant would not make sense. Most of the time we receive a service in return, but it is rarely worth our
privacy. This is the problem, do not give us the right reward in return. When we open a bank account,
the bank gives us a service that we pay with commissions, but they also acquire our data; in the
same way, we pay for applications that also require our data. This exchange is not fair. How can we
evolve the situation in our favor? For the first time, we users can be paid for our data.
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The Blockchain
The biggest and most innovative information management system is the blockchain. The blockchain
is a register, where are transmitted data and information resources. We can compare it to an infinite
accounting book, in which all the movements made from 2009 to today are recorded.
The blockchain can be used in all areas where a relationship is needed between people, groups or
companies, from the financial to the medical sector, up to the personal one.
The first resource, applied to the blockchain was the cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrencies are virtual
money, created and working on blockchain. The great advantage of the blockchain system is the
security of the transactions, through the approval of users, with the respect of the consent of 50% +
1. This is an open and controlled verification system, a peer-to-peer system, which does not require
banks or other control entity to make the transaction.
The blockchain protocol is secure and impregnable. Once a transaction is approved, it is completed
with the consequent creation of a new block, in which the information is enclosed. Blockchain in fact
means chain of blocks. A block can be compared to a strongbox, in which information is inserted: to
close this strongbox it is necessary to solve a complicated mathematical calculation that thousands
of users try to decipher it. The majority, solves the calculation correctly and that combination is
accepted to seal the strongbox, which will never be reopened. whether, it is a cryptocurrency, or an
image, it is always a code. The code enclosed in the block can not be changed in any way. The
consensus, as a verification system and the immutability of the approved information, makes the
blockchain system defended by all sorts of hacking attempts.
The blockchain is the most revolutionary technology in history, the data transmission system of the
present and the future, which will completely transform every area of our lives.

The total size of all the headers and transactions on blockchain. [1]
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DTCircle Ecosystem: introduction
The DTCircle is an ecosystem created to get the most, out of the value of your data. DT stands for
data and is a system built on blockchain, which lives thanks to the value of each member's data.
Aware of the value of the data, DTCircle ensures a fair exchange.
Like any other platform, DTCircle requires data to access it: the user receives not only the
experience within the DTCircle world, but a real profit.
The DTCircle is a world, able to offer its users tools to interact, communicate, learn and make
purchases. Each share will be reciprocated with a gain in DTCOIN.
The DTCOIN is a cryptocurrency, whose value is based on Big data, collected in the DTCircle
ecosystem. The information will be used towards selected external companies generating a profit.
Much of this profit is sent to the users, allowing to monetize this experience. Below, the DTCircle
ecosystem and its experience.

DTCOIN
The DTCOIN is a cryptocurrency, whose value is based on the request and offer and the traffic of
data generated and collected. Data collection supports the currency, generating a profit. The market
has a very high demand for data: based on the growth in the last years and the numbers during the
first half of 2018, it is expected a closure of 42 billion dollars of capital generated this year. In the
future it will only increase.

The fact that the currency is supported by the Big Data market, is a unique and extremely positive
feature, because it makes the price. Cryptocurrencies, such as legal currencies, have a constantly
fluctuating value. This is normal and accepted by users of cryptocurrencies, but the danger is the
vertiginous collapse of the price. Depending on the dynamics of the market and the quantity that is
bought and sold, the price can vary significantly. This is because the value of a cryptcurrency is
based, in most cases, solely on the request, on sales and purchases. When the value is based solely
on the transactions of the users, it is not possible to predict the trend, considering also the danger
of the sales of large quantities of coins, which strongly affects the loss of value. The DTCOIN instead
has a concrete underlying, an underlying billionaire market.
The great part of the cryptocurrencies are born with a finite number, since the beginning they are
decided how many coins will be released in the market. A feature that makes inflation impossible
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and implies that more coins are available on the market, the less they are rare, the less they are
worth
The DTCOIN is a currency that can be spent on online and offline shops that accept DTCOIN.
Activities outside the DTCircle can accept DTCOIN as a payment. It can be exchanged with other
cryptocurrencies or traditional currencies. The DTCOIN is the tool to receive your earnings in the
DTCircle ecosystem.

DTLife
Every day we share our moments in the most famous social networks: imagine if I had received any
money for each post. Life has made this dynamic possible. This is because every sharing and every
interaction corresponds to a useful data. Every comment, sharing and navigation has a value.
Life is the social network platform in which DTCircle users can share and monetize their own
experience. A value in DTCOIN is established for each publication and for its interactions: the value
of a content is determined by the interactions generated. The goal is to generate the highest number
of interactions, enjoying social experience and gaining. DTCircle will aim to share the posts posted
on Life also on other social networks and blogs, so as to disseminate Life and allow the user to
advertise their content to the maximum.
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DTAcademy
Learn, grow personally and professionally. A fundamental part of our life is formation. The DTCOIN
can be spent at the academy DTAcademy, which will offer training courses related to different
sectors and topics, from information technology, to cooking, to communication. The course proposal
will grow in parallel with the number of users and shared information.

DTFoundation
The creators of DTCircle know that, to
receive,
we must give first
DTFoundation is the means to finance
beneficial projects,
publicizing them within Life and collecting
donations in DTCOIN.
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DTPay
DTPay is the function to promote and sell products and services, receiving payments in DTCOIN.
The DTPay is the meeting point for buyers and sellers, a useful tool for traders.
Immediate payments between nations all over the world.
Service available from 10 June 2018, in one month has developed a volume of exchange between
users of 450 thousand euros, between 150 activities.
DTPay is the app to manage the digital currency in a simple and easy way, directly from the
smartphone. Thanks to DTPay you can quickly locate the shops where you can pay with DTCOIN.
Thanks to this application all the dealers that accept DTCOIN will be geolocalized, from which you
can spend the DTCOIN to buy what you want.
An app designed “friendly user” to allow any member, of any age and digital competence, to be able
to use it regularly
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DTCircle Coins
DTCOIN 1.0

DTCASH

DTCOIN 2.0

LAUNCH DATE

22/02/17

30/12/18

30/06/20

OPEN SOURCE

NO

YES

YES

TECHNOLOGY

TETRAX

SECRET

SECRET

% POS/POW/POV

POW/DPOS

100% POS

SECRET

MINING ALGORITHM

Scrypt

SECRET

SECRET

TOTAL AMOUNT

From 10 billion to 42 million

42.000.000

42.000.000

PREMINE

6.000.000

6.000.000

6.000.000

BLOCKCHAIN SIZE

1MB

SECRET

SECRET

BLOCKTIME

10 MINUTES

1 MINUTE

SECRET

EVERY COIN

TIME/EVERY BLOCK

SECRET

240

SECRET

SECRET

15%

4,50%

SECRET

POS MINING

NO

YES

SECRET

CPU MINING

YES

NO

SECRET

GPU MINING

YES

NO

SECRET

ASIC MINING

NO

NO

SECRET

DECENTRALIZED

NO

NO

SECRET

PERSONAL PRIVACY

/

STEALTH ADDRESS

SECRET

AVG.TRANSACTION FEE

/

0.0001

SECRET

DISTRIBUITE
WALLETT

NO

1/10000

SECRET

TPS

3

48

SECRET

PRICE

0,05 €

0.05 €

market price

DIFFICULTY RE-TARGET
TIME
INITIAL
BLOCK
REWARDS
ANNAUL
INFLATION
RATE MEDIUM

KYC
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DTCOIN 1.0
DTCOIN 1.0 is a cryptocurrency. In the initial phase, lasting about thirty-six months, it is managed
centrally. This means that the management of the blockchain on which the currency is built will be
private. Coin mining is entirely managed by the company DTCOIN UK, in charge of the development
of the project. Mining works on proof-of-work technology (POW): through the resolution of
mathematical calculations by servers with high computing power, new coins are released available
on the market.
On 30 June 2020, DTCOIN 1.0 will swap on a decentralized and distributed technology. This means
that the user will be invited to deposit his coins in a new wallet, automatically receiving the DTCOIN
2.0, the evolution of the coin. This implementation with a technologically superior will allow the
DTCircle ecosystem to be activated. In fact, DTCOIN 1.0 will not be used directly in the DTCircle,
but is intended to gather consent and funds for the creation of it.
The DTCOIN (both version 1.0 and version 2.0) has 8 million pre-mined coins, ie already available
for purchase, for a total offer of 42 million coins.

The DTCOIN power: strengths
A cryptocurrency must be reliable, as it is technologically safe and stable in price. In the digital money
market, rises and big falls are more than common. But, for the creators of the DTCircle and DTCOIN,
constant fear and risk are not acceptable. DTCOIN differs from other cryptocurrencies, based solely
on the demand and supply model, thanks to its maintenance on the data and big data market, a real
and billionaire market. The price of the DTCOIN will be guided by the standard date, a real
countervalue.

DTCOIN's goal is to create a community of at least 100 million users worldwide. The success of
currency is determined by the community. DTCircle is the medium that will incite the use of DTCOIN.
Waiting is not enough, you have to act to create the DTCOIN community.
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Members choose DTCOIN not only as a cryptocurrency, but for its advantages over traditional FIAT
currencies and other cryptocurrencies. DTCOIN boasts an unsurpassed transaction speed: the
average average transaction time of a Bitcoin is one hour, four minutes with Litecoin, DTCOIN takes
less than a second. There are no physical sending limits, the DTCOIN can be sent all over the world
in zero time without increased commissions.
The DTCOIN is extremely secure and protects your privacy. All wallets and related transactions are
encrypted with an alpha-numeric 90-character hash algorithm, built in XOR technology. This makes
the transaction totally anonymous and any attempt to hack becomes impossible.
By June 2018 an affiliation program will be launched for commercial activities, which will allow the
direct spending of DTCOIN in commercial businesses to purchase goods or services. There will be
cost advantages for those using DTCOIN as a currency for their purchases.
DTCOIN is one of the few cryptocurrencies convertible directly in euros, an availability that creates
interest and confidence.
Today DTCOIN generates hundreds of daily exchanges for products and services and is convertible
directly into euros on the exchange www.forcedmarketcap.com.

DTCOIN secret: the standard data
Since its birth DTCOIN wanted to be different, a coin born with the aim of protecting and growing. In
the past, money was tied to the gold standard, a monetary system in which the monetary base is
given by a fixed quantity of gold. Until then, the money had a real countervalue: the DTCOIN has
recreated this concept.
The founder of DTCOIN, Daniele Marinelli, took two years to analyze the market, looking for a
solution, contributing to the creation of Forced Market Cap (FMC) system.
FMC is a new way of creating capitalization to a cryptocurrency, through a special mathematical
algorithm combined with four major sectors, allowing a growing capitalization of DTCOIN.
The first coin that grows thanks to a support of four different sectors, for a value of 3 trillion dollars.

Datas e Big data
A DTCOIN can be compared to a container, which grows every second on the basis of the data
accumulated inside it. Every second, users will share data with DTCOIN, allowing the value to grow
in the face of the FMC market. Purchase and sale of DTCOIN is a continuous act, because it allows
users to enter the DTCircle: each access and action corresponds to a new data. These data will
have the function of being analyzed and used thanks to Big Data technologies, in favor of the
purchaser.

Advertisment
The exchange currency of the DTCircle community will be DTCOIN, which can be used to purchase
sponsorship on the DTCOIN channels. This will be a powerful means of sponsorship, to reach your
customer target within the Life platform.

ICO partnership
DTCOIN buys large quantities of tokens in PRE-ICO for over sixteen months, and then sell them
once again on the market. This allows you to buy tokens from ten to twenty times less than the ICO's
listing price, deciding to sell them on the market or keeping them for the future. Today
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DTCOIN has over 450,000 active users in over 170 countries around the world, a number that is
constantly growing and has decided to open in 2019 the possibility for its users to enter PRE-ICO of
new projects selected by DTCOIN, allowing its users in the future to buy directly into DTCOIN token
in presale at very advantageous prices.

Telephonic Wholesale
Telecommunications is the second market, for profit margins after the energy sector.
Wholesale telephone is the international telephone traffic business between companies from
different countries, where a company buys wholesale and sells retail.
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DTCOIN & Forced Market Cap: a new concept of trading
Forced Market Cap (FMC) is a new exchange market and a capitalization solution created in 2017,
for asset-based cryptocurrencies. DTCOIN was one of the first criptocurrecy to list on this exchange
with a new logic market. Normally the market is based only on the system of supply and demand,
allowing speculators to manipulate the price without scruples and, in most cases, eroding small
portfolios. In FMC, the market follows a logic based on a cyclical mathematical algorithm, combined
with market injections thanks to Big Data, advertising, ICON partnerships and telephone wholesale
sectors.
The market trend follows a cyclical logic:
1) at the beginning of a cycle, the algorithm manages purchases and sales on the market, inserting
priority logics, lots, number of sales made, increase in value of injections, number of users and
timing;
2) once the limit price has been calculated, the system allows the placing of orders. The system
closes a cycle and reopens immediately at an initial price, slightly higher than the opening price of
the previous cycle linked to the factors indicated.
At each cycle, the total number of sales with respective value, is compared to the number of
purchases, the number of sales made in the week, the amount of liquidity fed by the standard date,
the order of registration.
Tomorrow, the most important wealth will be the data and Big data and that is the one on which
DTCOIN aims more, publishing the Life project at the end of 2019. Each activity distributes up to
80% of the revenues between users and the DTCOIN. Imagine if today 80% of the value of world
data were in people's hands.
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Wallet DTCOIN 1.0
In December 2018 online wallets will be released to allow the management of wallets on computers
and through certified applications for Android and Windows systems. The DTCOIN wallets keep the
coins safe, holding the DTCOINs in private. The downloadable and mobile wallet types will be
created for Linux, Mac OS and Windows systems. IOS and Android Mobile, web wallet.
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DTCASH (DCH)
DTCASH is a decentralized cryptocurrency, which will be presented to DTCOIN users in the month
before the official launch, dated for the end of December 2018. DTCASH's mining technology will be
totally proof-of-stake (POS) or proof-of-job (POJ).
The peculiarity of DTCASH is anonymity. The system will work on a protocol that will allow total
anonymity in transactions, with a level of two-level explore nodes. The network of verifiers will serve
to keep the DTCASH network safe. The time of an average transaction with DTCASH is less than
one minute. The average transaction cost will be 0.00001 DCH.

DTCOIN 2.0
On June 30th, 2020 the DTCOIN 1.0 currency will make a technological upgrade by making a total
swap in a new coin of the latest generation, the DTCOIN 2.0.

DTCOIN has found the right balance between centralized and decentralized, combining these two
concepts together to solve the typical problems of the cryptic world, with the intruduction of:
- wallets verified with KYC to increase the transparency and trust of the member;
- decentralized and distributed ecosystem;
- decentralized data management;
- decentralized blockchain;
- central issue of coins and then distributed;
- nobody can transfer, confiscate or seize the coin;
16
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- privacy with transparency (and without anonymity) in the way transactions are carried out;
- full compliance with the law (compliance with the main jurisdictions and development of industrial
standards);
- fast transactions under 60 seconds;
- limited number of coins;
- smart contract.
It will be created a decentralized consensus system through the introduction of Masternodes, Voting
nodes, Ledger nodes, privacy.

Wallet DTCOIN 2.0
In December 2019 online wallets will be released to allow the management of wallets on computers
and through certified applications for Android and Windows systems. The DTCOIN wallets keep the
coins safe, holding the DTCOINs in private. The downloadable and mobile wallet types will be
created for Linux, Mac OS and Windows systems. IOS and Android Mobile, web wallet will allow the
production of new DTCOINs through the POS.
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Wallet DTCASH
The DTCASH encrypted wallets use proof-of-stake to support and protect the decentralized
blockchain network. The downloadable and mobile wallet types will be created for Linux, Mac OS
and Windows systems. IOS and Android Mobile, web wallet.

Paper wallet DTCOIN and DTCASH
The DTCOIN and DTCASH wallets work on the basis of an advanced security protocol, but many
prefer storage on physical portfolios. The DTCASH and DTCOIN paper wallet is a physical document
that contains all the data necessary to receive or store a quantity of DTCOIN or DTCASH. You can
store it in a private safe or where it is considered safer. The private key is generated by the member
on the highly secure DTCOIN and / or DTCASH server.
Members are advised to disconnect from internet, in the process of generating a private key.
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Life: your data, your privacy, your profit
Controlling your smartphone is the first thing that 74% of the population of the industrialized world
just wakes up. Today the phone has become an extension of our body and we can not imagine doing
without it, both in private life and in work. The goal is to allow people to monetize their experience
by downloading the Life application.
DTCOIN creates a new concept of sharing economy, where the member, for the first time, can
become an active player in the data market. Imagine that every day, every interaction, sharing and
action, generates an income. With the Life social network, all your personal browsing and search
results are protected and for the first time they will pay you for them. All this is possible thanks to
Life, where the user will have mainly three sections inside.

Life is the heart of the community, a social network where people can monetize thanks to the
contents they share, whose value is based on the amount of interactions generated.
Life has the objective of dividing the profit of all the proceeds from the sale of data, from the sale of
advertising space and from market surveys, with its users to 35%. For the first time, everyone can
earn money from their online social business. You earn in DTCOIN and DTCASH. The user will
receive this fee to be exchanged on the exchanges or to spend within the DTPay stores. Every
month, you will receive a small fee, regardless of your activity: the more you are social and you
create interaction, the more coins are accumulated.

DTChat
DTChat is a multi-functional system that includes the features of a classic messenger and a multicurrency crypto-wallet. Inside you will be able to keep individual and group text chats, audio and
video calls.
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DTPay on DTLife
One of the fundamentals of DTCOIN is the spendability, because without possibility of use it there
is no future for a currency. An application will be created where members will find products offered
by the DTCOIN community. The revolutionary feature is that every member, will be paid to be part
of the DTCOIN world, where DTPay distributes on each sale a portion of the proceeds to the market,
through the standard date and the fair assignment of DTCOIN to the entire community.
This generates an economy that feeds itself, where the consumer gains from the purchases of the
community, obtaining DTCOIN that will be assigned to him every month and that he can spend within
the circuit to buy the prizes in the shop. Using this redistribution algorithm, businesses and
consumers create a more efficient business model. Every month the consumer receives new
DTCOINs to spend and the company is ready to accept them and then redistribute a percentage of
its turnover. A system where the more you spend and the more you generate new DTCOINs to
spend.

Wallet Life
The Life wallet is a multifunctional system that includes the features of a classic multi-valued cryptowallet. Inside the user will find paid channels, cryptocurrency transfers between users,
cryptocurrency micropayments in offline solutions, conversion of DTCOIN and DTCASH in legal
tender currency.
In addition to this, the international shipping service will be integrated to allow users to transfer
money to any part of the world at a very low price. Furthermore, the D-POS and POD (Proof of Data)
system will be integrated and the user will be able to monitor his social network earnings or his data
shares directly from his account.
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Life e DTPay for companies
DTCOIN will insert an innovative system where each company will be able to access the DTCircle
ecosystem by publicizing its service through:
- payment for sale;
- payment for viewing;
- payment per click, generated interaction.
Companies will be able to purchase advertisements through DTCOIN and DTCASH, or by making
products available to the community. Companies will be able to get DTCOIN to advertise in the
community by trading goods with the shop.
The company will have at its disposal, an advanced interface in the DTPay, where members can
upload products, services, manage billing, orders, inventory and creation of promotions.
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Future Developments
DT Card
As a first connection with the traditional
market, DTCOIN aims to create a VISA
or Mastercard card, with which the
member can easily spend their coins.
This will allow to a direct access for
traders and increasing the usability of the
currency.

DT Bank
Although the focus of the DTCOIN and DTCASH project is defined by the blockchain, there is also
the acquisition of a banking institution in the development plans of DTCOIN and DTCASH. The bank
will aim to serve clients, engaged in the cryptic world by granting services of portfolios, current
accounts, debit and credit cards and encrypted payment services. A decentralized and electronic
KYC / AML system will be used. Each customer within his account will have directly DTCOIN and
DTCASH and can perform any normal activity permitted by the classic banking circuit.
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Roadmap
February 2017
Launch DTCOIN
March-April-May 2107
Conferences in Africa, Asia and India to present the DTCOIN project
September 2017
DTCOIN in 104 countries with over 200,000 members
October 2017
DTCOIN in FMC - www.forcedmarketcap.com
November 2017
The DTFoundation has been presented
June-July 2018
DTAcademy
DTPay
September-December 2018
DTCircle ICO
Social Marketing Campaign
DTFoundation
DTWallet
January 2019
Launch DTCASH
Blockchain DTCASH
Publication GITHUB
Bittalk publication
February 2019
Web Wallet
IOS / Android mobile
Windows, IOS, Linux
Paper Wallet
Quotation on the first exchange
March 2019
Publication on crypto-listing
December 2019
Life
Life App
DTCOIN 2.0
January 2020
DTPay
December 2022
IPO Listing DTSocialize LTD
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Founders e partnership
Daniele Marinelli
Daniele Marinelli, 46 years of Roman origins,
twenty-three years of freelance as an accountant
and business consultant at the Prati district of
Rome. In 2010 he took on the role of corporate
advisor and was among the first in Italy to buy
Bitcoin, feeling the potential of the blockchain
technology. In 2016 he devoted himself to the
analysis of cryptocurrencies built on economic
systems, moving along the path that led to the
creation of DTCOIN.

Blocktech LTD
Blocktech is a company based in Dubai (UAE), specialized in the development of informatic systems,
in blockchain and in the construction of cryptocurrencies. The founders participated in the creation
of eight blockchain cryptocurrencies for international platforms.

DT Merchant LTD
DT Merchant LTD is a London company that deals with the relationship with companies and the
large distribution for the creation of the DTPay marketplace.

DT Cloud Data LTD
DT Cloud Data LTD is the company that deals with the storage of data collected through the
DTCircle system with DTCOIN, based in Dubai (EAD).
DT Data Licence LTD
DT Data License LTD is the company in charge of training and marketing the mining
software license and the use of DTCOIN. This company, led by a team of experts in the field
of blockchain training, has the task of divulging the use of cryptomonete and the DTCOIN
product, with its vision and philosophy.
Upmarkets LTD
Upmarkets is the Estonian company authorized with issued licenses by the Estonian
authorities to release and manage wallets as well as to trade in the DT Coin, DT Cash and
DT Circle.
By accessing the website www.UPMARKETS.EU the licenses and their validity can be
verified through a direct link to the website of the angency government that authorized the
coins.
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The opportunity - conclusion
To become an active player in the data market: this is the goal. DTCircle transforms the rules of the
system, where we are not just a source of information, but those who use the information for their
advantage, with awareness. Every day our data are sold without our approval, we do not know how
they are used. Choosing to share them for their rightful value is the first step towards freedom, choice
and use
A new tool to monetize our data and our publications, without limiting ourselves to the classic
monetary and banking system. The blockchain allows us to communicate, share and gain with a
security before it can not be found. The earned DTCOIN will be a means of payment, but not only:
a real investment. The DTCircle ecosystem sharing plan will lead to an increasingly higher user
acquisition and, the more data will be acquired through the DTCircle, the more the DTCOIN will
increase in value.
The plan is written; the DTCOIN has been created. Starting to buy DTCOIN now, means reserving
the opportunity to own a product that, thanks to its services, will grow exponentially. Now the first
step is to create the ecosystem to allow data acquisition and creation of the DTCircle community.
The whole world earns with your data; with DTLife you can start earning too. Investing in DTCircle
means choosing the investment sector of digital innovation, the safest in the world, supported by a
product whose demand is never in short supply: data.
Today you can seize the opportunity to become one of the few people who will earn from the creation
and development of DTCircle.
50 million tokens, but only 8 million Social Tokens available on the market.
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